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REQUITE Animation
REQUITE worked with the Dutch company ‘Animating Science’ (http://animatingscience.com) to make a
short animation. In clear, easy to understand language (with audio and text translated into multiple
European languages), the animation addresses the concerns and questions of patients who have recently
been diagnosed with cancer and expect to receive radiotherapy. It highlights our progress and explains how
the work will support future research to help more patients survive and improve their quality of life.

Figure 1: Stills from the patient focussed REQUITE animation

Thanks to treatments such as radiotherapy, more patients are surviving their cancer and thus living longer.
That is great news for patients like Ellen and John.
But we don’t know if side effects will have an impact on their quality of life.
Side effects happen when the radiation that kills the cancer also damages healthy tissue.
And a minority of people experience more long term side effects than others.
At the moment we cannot identify how sensitive to radiation Ellen or John may be or if they will suffer long term
side effects.
So we need a way to predict radiation sensitivity, so we can improve treatments for each patient.
That is why we founded the REQUITE project.
To find biomarkers that predict radiation sensitivity and improve predictive models.
To, ultimately, reduce long term side effects and improve quality of life for patients.
And one of the important keys we believe, is to be found in genetics.
Ellen and John are two of 4400 patients across Europe who participated in this study by completing
questionnaires to record any side effects; donating blood; providing anonymous medical data
These data have been brought together so we can look for the genes that are linked to radiation sensitivity, and
test predictive models
Soon, we hope to be able to identify those patients who are radiosensitive.
And to share our findings and anonymous data with other researchers and health professionals so we can
improve treatments for patients.
Ellen is lucky, for now, it seems she is not prone to lasting side effects.
John suffered minor inconveniences from his radiation treatment.
But thanks to their contribution, we can pursue the development of personalised cancer treatment.
Whereby future patients may not only just survive but also preserve their quality of life.
For more information about our findings go to requite.eu.
Figure 2: Script from the patient focussed REQUITE animation
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REQUITE Video Shorts
REQUITE also worked with a British company ‘Viva La Zoom’ (https://www.vivalazoom.co.uk) to film two
videos. The patient video is in English but is subtitled in Spanish, French, German, Italian, Dutch and English.
Hearing from doctors, scientists and patient advisors who worked on the study it aims to highlight the goals
of the international REQUITE study and also thanks every patient who took part because their involvement
will help patients in the future who have cancer treatment. A second video (in English) is aimed at doctors
and researchers explaining the importance and motivations of the project and promotes the high quality
database and biobank that can be made available to support future research.

Figure 3: Stills from the REQUITE patient video (available in multiple languages)

REQUITE Patient Leaflets
An update was written in response to patients asking their local research teams for more information on
the progress and results of the study. The leaflet is available in English, Spanish, French, German, Italian and
Dutch via the REQUITE website, in paper format from local research teams and was highlighted on Twitter
and Facebook.

Figure 4: REQUITE patient leaflet (available in multiple languages)
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Some hospitals also made their own leaflets to thank their patients for joining the study and to explain the
importance of their involvement.

Figure 5: Italian patient leaflet

REQUITE Publications & Presentations
Lists of the REQUITE talks, poster presentations and publications are available from the ‘Dissemination’ link
of the REQUITE website.
Particular highlights include two review articles where members of the Patient Advisory Group helped to
write and review the papers, and are therefore named as co‐authors:
‐

Azria David et al. (2017) Data‐Based Radiation Oncology: Design of Clinical Trials in the Toxicity
Biomarkers Era. Frontiers in Oncology, 7, 83. DOI: 10.3389/fonc.2017.00083

‐

Ruysscher, Dirk et al (2017) Optimal design and patient selection for interventional trials using
radiogenomic biomarkers: A REQUITE and Radiogenomics consortium statement. Radiotherapy and
Oncology, 121:3, 440 – 446. DOI: 10.1016/j.radonc.2016.11.003

Also, a paper exploring patient attitudes towards future predictive radiogenomics testing for breast
radiation toxicity:
‐

Rattay, T. et al. (2018) The Patient Perspective on Radiogenomics Testing for Breast Radiation
Toxicity. Clinical Oncology, 30:3, 151 ‐ 157. DOI: 10.1016/j.clon.2017.12.001

Training The Next Generation
The REQUITE consortium supported four PhD students in their research. Gilles Defraene (KU Leuven) &
Chamberlain Mbah (University of Gent) were funded directly by the EU. Each successfully defended their
thesis that made use of REQUITE data, samples and/or resources.
‐
‐
‐

Gilles Defraene: “Image based quantification of radiation induced lung damage” (KU Leuven,
January 2018)
Chamberlain Mbah: “Challenges in predicting normal tissue toxicity in radiotherapy” (University of
Gent, September 2018)
Tim Rattay: “Predicting acute radiation toxicity in breast cancer”(University of Leicester, February
2018)
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‐

Kerstie Johnson: “Predicting radiotherapy toxicity in patients treated with radical radiotherapy
using predictive assays and circadian rhythm” (University of Leicester, July 2018)

Additional undergraduate and postgraduate students also completed research using REQUITE data (two
medical students; seven MSc students; four BSc students).

REQUITE Symposium
The final REQUITE meeting took place in Manchester on 18th July 2018. It was open to everyone and
explained to patients, doctors, scientists and funders of research about the impact of REQUITE and the
availability of the REQUITE resource (database and biobank) for future research.
One REQUITE patient gave a talk sharing her experience of being a cancer patient and explained why she
chose to take part in the study. She described how it was important for the patient to be involved in making
decisions about their treatment, and that she believes research will help to improve the health‐related
quality of life of cancer survivors.

REQUITE Resource
Together with the patients, the research teams completed more than 100,000 questionnaires (or case
report forms) collecting information on:
-

people’s cancer diagnosis

-

any treatment they had

-

details of side effects they had after treatment

-

how they were feeling

-

how they rated their quality of life

The database does not contain patient names or identifiable information, the data are anonymous to the
researchers. The data are linked to a biobank that stores DNA samples collected from the patients. This is a
valuable resource for the international radiotherapy research community to do further research and
increase knowledge of the health burden of long‐term side‐effects in cancer survivors.

REQUITE Data Discovery
To help researchers find out what type of data and samples are available, a detailed ‘shop window’ into the
REQUITE dataset was created. This Data Discovery Platform has several search options like toxicity, gender
or diabetes to allow researchers to find out how many patients have those data or characteristics in the
REQUITE database. This platform does not allow access to the data. Access to data and/ or samples is only
possible upon request and following careful review by the REQUITE team.
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